
Asset Finance

On the ship financing front we predict the market will remain active, especially as supply chain issues continue.  We have seen 
an increase in instructions for new builds of all types of vessels including container ships, chemical vessels and bulk carriers. In 
addition we expect that certain sectors within the industry may utilise the capital markets for fund raising. In the aviation space 
we have noted an increase in private and business jet financings. High net worth individuals are taking advantage of the low 
interest rate environment to either purchase new aircraft or upgrade their existing fleet. The outlook is positive for commercial 
aviation as well with an increase in financing and new deliveries of aircraft taking place. Many airlines are also amending 
existing financing arrangements to account for the transition away from LIBOR.

Debt Capital Markets

As a result of the government measures introduced to curb borrowing, the last quarter of 2021 saw a number of Chinese 
property developers grappling with liquidity issues in the face of maturing offshore debt. With tens of billions in offshore 
debt due to mature in 2022, developers will be keenly focused on liability management this year. As a result, in an effort to 
improve capital structures, credit ratings and manage liquidity, we have already seen a number of issuers complete exchange 
or tender offers and consent solicitation exercises to amend terms and extend maturity in the offshore bond market, among 
other capital raising strategies. Enquiries on enforcement of security over Cayman and BVI share security and restructuring 
of debts have increased. Whilst there has been some easing of the government measures, we would expect these trends to 
continue throughout 2022 until developers can find more long-term solutions for their liquidity challenges.
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Fund Finance

We expect the Asian fund financing market to continue its rapid growth. Huge amounts of private capital have been raised 
for investment in the region and demand for subscription line facilities will reflect this. We predict growth in volume and 
size of deals, with more mega-deals involving large clubs of banks.  With this increase in borrower demand more banks 
will enter into the market and many of those already involved will compete hard to grow market share. As the regional PE 
market matures, managers will look for liquidity solutions to support existing portfolios, assist with succession or finance 
commitments in upcoming launches.  NAV and hybrid facilities will become more common (but remain highly bespoke) and 
managers/GPs will likely enter into more loans secured by economic interests in underlying funds.

ESG will continue to be a trend across many markets including fund financing. Driven by manager and investor demand, 
we expect an increase in deals with ESG features and more lenders positioned to provide and monitor such loans within the 
region.
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Leveraged Finance

A resilient and bullish M&A market together with record amounts of dry powder, particularly with Asia-focused private 
equity funds, should see the continuation of the strong leveraged finance activity we witnessed in the latter half of 2021. 
Greater competition from both bank lenders (notably PRC and Taiwanese banks) and alternative capital providers has boosted 
liquidity, driving greater leverage and competitive covenant packages and pricing. Given solid lending appetite across the 
capital structure, buy-side sponsors have been able to offer higher bid prices and in certain processes on a certain funds basis. 
This demand, in conjunction with sell-side sponsors looking at portfolio exits at attractive valuation multiples, bodes well for 
leveraged buyouts in 2022.  As with other areas of debt and capital markets, we expect ESG considerations and sustainability 
linked lending to be a prominent feature in leveraged financings.

Structured Finance

Social bonds are increasingly becoming more common as businesses and investors increase their focus on ESG mandates. In 
2021, we advised on two Korean ABS social bond issuances and expect to see more interest and growth in this area in 2022. 
We have also seen general growth and diversification in the Hong Kong securitisation market with the securitisation of more 
diverse asset classes such as consumer and mortgage loans. 

Most recently, we have been considering the recent update to the EU AML list and its impact on securitisation vehicles 
incorporated in Cayman. The Cayman Islands Ministry of Finance is working towards Cayman’s removal from the list and 
the FATF has agreed that Cayman has made positive progress having already addressed one of three action points, with the 
remaining two items being actively addressed. However, in the interim, for deals in the Asian market that are impacted, 
Walkers has been able to provide solutions in Bermuda.
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Insurance

In 2022 we expect to see an increase in the use of Master Trust structures in premium insurance financing. The Master Trust 
structure was historically set up as a quick way for high net worth individuals (“HNWI”) who did not have a trust structure 
already set up for premium financing.  Due to the travel restrictions in place and the fact that foreign law governed insurance 
policies cannot be written in the PRC, HNWIs there are utilising Master Trust structures to enable them access to Bermuda law 
governed insurance policies. The benefit of the Master Trust structure is that the policy is issued in Bermuda to a professional 
trust company, but the HNWI obtains the benefit of the policy. In recent months we have been advising several banks on 
structures and expect more banks to accept the Master Trust structure due to client demand.
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Corporate - ECM

2021 was the year of the SPAC, with over 800 SPAC IPO filings globally. Despite regulatory and geopolitical headwinds, we 
expect this upward trend to continue through 2022, with Singapore and Hong Kong proving increasingly attractive alternative 
listing venues for Asia-based SPAC sponsors alongside the more traditional markets. Cayman will remain the jurisdiction of 
choice for incorporating SPAC and sponsor vehicles. In the broader Asian equity capital markets, we have a large pipeline of 
instructions for HKEx-listings slated for early 2022 reflecting the overall market in Hong Kong, fuelled in part by a combination 
of recent amendments to the HKEx’s listing rules and the increasing difficulty and commercial viability of pursuing a US listing in 
certain cases. Over 70% of the HKEx’s main board comprises Cayman companies and Cayman will remain the go-to jurisdiction 
for listings. BVI remains popular for pre-IPO structuring. As ever, regulatory pressures – including the approach taken towards 
the VIE structure and restricted list companies – has the potential to impact sentiment. The Singapore Stock Exchange launched 
its new SPAC regime to establish itself as a SPAC hub, particularly in light of the number of South East Asian startups seeking 
funding. The current pipeline is expected to be strong and the market is anticipating a number of SGX SPACs to be listed in the 
next 12-18 months. Cayman companies have been listed as SPAC vehicles in Singapore and we expect the demand for Cayman 
as the domicile of choice to continue.

Corporate – M&A

2021 was a bumper year for public and private M&A activity regionally and we expect that 2022 will follow suit. On the 
public front, a further increase in private equity-backed privatisation activity by founders of Chinese and regional companies 
(particularly for companies listed in the US and often coupled with a re-listing back ‘home’ in Hong Kong or the PRC) is 
anticipated. Significant momentum will continue to build in the deSPAC market; a consequence of the record volumes of SPAC 
IPO funds raised in 2021. With so many SPACs chasing relatively few attractive business combinations, the high rate of public 
shareholder redemptions and the difficulties in attracting PIPE investment, deal terms will continue to diverge and we may start 
to see SPAC consortia coming together to execute the larger deals. The levels of dry powder in the PE and VC space coupled 
with the macro-economic environment and its impact on valuations will continue to fuel a significant amount of private M&A 
activity in 2022.
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Hedge Fund

2021 was an extraordinary year in Asia, with restrictions on movement and pandemic health concerns a major influence 
on life. Despite the pandemic, Asia-Pacific hedge funds returned annualized performance of 12%, down from 18% a year 
previously. In-flows into Asia-Pacific hedge funds were positive in 2021 ($13bn) and launches exceeded liquidations by 
around 2:11. 

Looking to 2022, according to Preqin late last year, COVID-19, rising interest rates and inflation, market volatility, compe-
tition for assets and valuations were the greatest concerns of investors. The effect of the war in Ukraine and spiraling fuel 
costs is dramatically affecting nervous markets.

There has been recent tailing off in performance in the US markets and we predict, that despite significant challenges in 
China (restrictions on tech and crypto and credit default concerns), overall the Asia Pacific region will see higher in-flows to 
hedge fund strategies, with investors increasing their allocations to Asia and hedge. We have many new mandates for fund 
launches, with crypto focused funds particularly gaining popularity.
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Private Equity

At the end of 2020 our clients in the private equity (“PE”) space in Asia could largely be characterized as looking forward 
with guarded optimism. The relatively fast pandemic recovery demonstrated by the PRC and relatively strong fundraising 
levels (despite the challenges posed by Covid and attendant travel restrictions) boded well for the region as a whole. This 
optimism was largely rewarded.  Capital raised by Asia-Pacific focused funds increased by 22% in H1 of 2021 (compared 
with the same period in 2020)2. 

Furthermore, despite political rhetoric and media commentary, according to data from our survey of regional PE managers, 
US Investors remain a key source of capital (relied on by 51% of funds regionally). We expect 2022 to yield similar results.

In terms of deployment of capital, the technology sector has replaced healthcare as the industry perceived as presenting the 
greatest opportunities for 2022 according to our survey, with the PRC a clear favourite among managers as the region that 
would present the best investment opportunities.  Against this backdrop, the overall regional outlook for 2022 is positive, 
but not without its challenges.

Regulation

While we do not expect to see significant new areas of regulation being introduced in 2022, existing regulatory regimes 
will continue to develop. We expect to see the continued evolution of AML regimes, in line with FATF requirements, as well 
as regulators ensuring that these standards are met. As the BVI undergoes its periodic AML review in respect of the FATF 
standards, AML regulation will be a particular focus of the jurisdiction in 2022.

We also expect to see the continued focus of regulators ensuring that existing compliance obligations are met including 
in respect of CRS and FATCA, beneficial ownership registers and economic substance. In particular, as the first round 
of economic substance reports have been filed, we can expect to see activity from the tax authorities in reviewing and 
scrutinizing whether the economic substance requirements have been satisfied.

2 Private Equity International, Fundraising Report H1 2021
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Fintech

Activity in the fintech sector continues to be strong. There is ongoing interest in establishing vehicles in both the Cayman 
Islands and the BVI.  While the Cayman Islands has established a virtual asset service provider regulatory framework, this 
has been welcomed by industry participants looking for established regulations to frame their business under. In the BVI, 
there is currently no dedicated virtual asset regulatory regime and this continues to be a popular jurisdiction for virtual asset 
connected activity.  

However, we expect that a virtual asset regulatory regime will be introduced in the BVI during 2022 so all entities operating 
in the BVI should keep these developments under review.

We continue to see investment funds being established with a crypto-related investment focus and expect that this will 
continue through 2022, whether as a standalone investment strategy or included as part of a diverse pool of assets.
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ESG

Across Asia, 2021 saw the launch of a spate of products focused on environmental, social and governance issues, and green 
finance. The popularity of ESG product launches was matched by regulatory interest in the area. A circular from the Hong 
Kong Securities and Futures Commission (effective January 2022) including rules on ESG disclosure for authorized funds, 
and a report from the Financial Services Agency in Japan in June 2021 calling for enhanced disclosure around products’ 
ESG credentials are examples. Following COP 26, 2021 closed with the Board of the International Organization of Securities 
Commissions (“IOSCO”) releasing a report titled “Recommendations on Sustainability-Related Practices, Policies, Procedures 
and Disclosure in Asset Management” in November.

Notwithstanding regulatory developments, we expect that 2022 will see continued popularity of ESG related financial 
products. However, the global focus on greenwashing will likely result in enhanced disclosures and greater scrutiny of 
managers operating in the area. The Cayman Islands Ministry of Finance has also hinted that it is considering how it will 
approach this issue.  So stay tuned.

Litigation

We have recently seen a renewed focus on issues of corporate governance, which we expect to continue in 2022. Challenging 
economic conditions often highlight any mismanagement by directors, but even in the absence of outright misconduct, 
we are often called upon to advise in cases where stakeholders are seeking to hold directors to account for perceived poor 
performance. Some examples include investors in pre-IPO stage companies which have failed to list, who frequently query 
the decisions made by management; shareholder activism in connection with listed companies has also been a feature of 
recent litigation; and badly behaved joint venture partners continue to be a focus of our practice. Aside from our team’s core 
litigation competencies across Bermuda, the BVI and the Cayman Islands, we are also seeing our sophisticated clients (both 
management and stakeholders) taking contentious advice early with a view to avoiding these sorts of corporate governance 
issues and preventing litigation.
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Insolvency & Restructuring

As measures to temper the effects of the pandemic fall away, there is potential for a significant uptick in creditor activity: 
increased interest rates, geopolitical uncertainty, government (non-)intervention, shrinking unencumbered asset pools and 
difficulties with valuations will affect the ability of borrowers to afford existing debt and their options for new credit in the 
future. The build-up of debt to hit growth targets is not sustainable where demand for the relevant goods or services has 
dropped and potentially the ability to obtain financing on manageable credit levels is lost, replaced (if at all) by short term 
debt at unsupportable rates, as seen in the Chinese property developer sector.

The regimes for restructuring in Bermuda, the Cayman Islands and the BVI, including light touch provisional liquidation, 
remain integral to addressing the failures of Hong Kong-listed, Bermuda/Caribbean-incorporated entities with assets 
predominantly in mainland China and often English or New York law governed debts. These restructuring regimes play a 
particularly important role against the backdrop of the recent mutual recognition and assistance regime recorded among 
Hong Kong and certain pilot cities in mainland China, which will continue to evolve over the coming months and for which 
demonstrable control through the corporate chain may be a prerequisite.

Of noteworthy legislative reforms offshore, the Cayman Islands anticipate the introduction in 2022 of a new restructuring 
officer regime to be available without presentation of a winding up petition and offering an automatic worldwide moratorium.   
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Disclaimer 
The information contained in this article is necessarily brief and general in nature and does not constitute legal or taxation advice. Appropriate legal or other 
professional advice should be sought for any specific matter.
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